The mathematical model for hit phenomena in entertainments is presented as a nonlinear, dynamical and non-equilibrium phenomena. The purchase intention for each person is introduced and direct and indirect communications are expressed as two-body and three-body interaction in our model. The mathematical model is expressed as coupled nonlinear differential equations. The important factor in the model is the decay time of rumor for the hit. The calculated results agree very well with revenues of recent 25 movies.
INTRODUCTION
Hit phenomena in entertainments are very popular dynamical phenomena in economics.
In contrast to the usual economic activities, there are no balances of demand and supply in hit phenomena. Thus, for analysis of hit phenomena, we consider it as time-dependent non-equilibrium phenomena. Moreover, especially for movie hits, the marketing share is not important. The significant factors for movie hit are the movie itself is attractive or not.
Therefore, we can consider the hit for each movie individually.
In this study, we consider the hit phenomena of movies with both experimental and theoretical ways. For experimental viewpoint, we observe daily revenue data and daily blogwriting data for many movies. We also obtain the advertisement cost for the movies. For theoretical viewpoint, we present here a mathematical model for hit phenomena as nonequilibrium, nonlinear and dynamical phenomena. Comparing the simulated revenue with the observed revenue for the movies checks the model. The model presented in this paper is based on the previous works. [1] , [2] 
OBSERVATION OF HIT EVIDENCE
We observe three data of recent 25 popular movies for daily revenue, daily advertisement costs and the entry number of blog writing in Japanese market. The revenue data is obtained from Nikkan Kogyo Tsushinsya in Japan. The advertisement cost data are obtained from Dentsu inc. The blog writing data is collected using the site "Kizasi".
First, as shown in fig.1 , we found that the revenues decrease almost exponentially. This evidence is very natural, because the number of audience decrease monotonically due to the effect that person who watched the movie does not watch the same movie again. In fig.1 , only the data E shows the sudden decrease. It happens due to the sudden accident of the actress of the movie. From the data, we found that the decay factors for most of all movies in fig.1 seems to be similar. The decay factor of the exponential decay is nearly 0.06 per day. It agrees well with the empirical rule of the Japanese movie market that the number of audience decrease roughly 6 percents.
This exponential decrease can be explained easily by using a simple mathematical model. First, we define that the number of potential audience to be N 0 and the number of integrated audience at the time t to be N (t). Thus, the number of people who have interest on the movie is N 0 − N (t). When we assume that the probability to watch the movie per one day is a, we obtain the equation to describe the number of audience to be
The solution of the equation is
Thus, when the initial condition is N (t) = 0 at t = 0, we obtain
It is clear that the result can be explain roughly the exponential decay of the audience shown in fig.1 . correspond to the ladies day discount system at Wednesday that is very popular in Japan.
From these figures, we found that the daily change of the revenue and the blog writing is very similar. This feature is found for all 25 movies. It means that people write their opinion on their blog with a certain probability. Figs2-3 shows us that the probability is almost constant.
According to the similarity, we propose here that the number of blog-writing entry can be use as quasi-revenue for each movie. This quasi-revenue is very useful, because the quasi-revenue can be defined even before the release day. Thus, we can catch the increasing purchase intention signal using the quasi-revenue.
FIG. 2:
The daily data of revenue and the blog-writing entry number for the Da Vinci Code in Japanese market. The blog data are normalized to adjust the peak of the revenue at the release day.
FIG. 3:
The daily data of revenue and the blog-writing entry number for Transformer in Japanese market. The blog data are normalized to adjust the peak of the revenue at the release day.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL Purchase intention for individual person
Based on the observation of the movie hit phenomena in Japanes market, we present a mathematical model to explain and predict hit phenomena. First, instead of the number of audience N (t), we introduce here the integrated purchase intention of individual customer,
here the suffix j corresponds to individual person who has attention to the movie. Substitute (4) into (1), we obtain,
Thus, we obtain the equation for J i (t) as
when J i (t) att = 0, we have the solution as
The daily purchase intention is defined from J i (t) as follows,
Thus, we can rewrite the equation (1) to the equation for the purchase intention as the following way.
This equation is the base of our mathematical model presented in the next subsection.
The number of integrated audience can be calculated using the purchase intention as follows,
We extend the purchase intention to the range before the movie release date, because the customer has each purchase intention even before the movie release because of the advertisement of the movie. The purchase intention of the individual person will increase rapidly toward the release date of the movie because of the concentrated advertising campaign. Since we pointed out in the previous section that the number of the entry of the blog-writing can be considered as the quasi-revenue, it is interesting to compare the quasi-revenue and the extended purchase intention before the release of the movie.
Since the purchase intention of the individual customer increase due to both the advertisement and the communication with other persons, we construct a mathematical model for hit phenomena as the following equation.
Advertisement is the very important factor to increase the purchase intention of the customer in the market. Usually, the advertisement campaign is done at TV, newspaper and other medias. We consider the advertisement effect as an external force to the purchase intention as follows,
where D ij is the factor for the direct communication and P ijk is the factor for the indirect 
Mean field approximation
To solve the equation (12), we introduce here the mean field approximation for simplicity.
Namely, we assume that the every person moves equally so that we can introduce the averaged value of the individual purchase intention.
where introducing the number of potential audience N p . We obtain the direct communication term from the person who do not watch the movie as follows,
where D nn is the factor of the direct communication between the persons who do not watch the movie at the time t.
Similarly, we obtain the indirect communication term due to the communication between the person who do not watch the movie at the time t,
where P nn is the factor of the indirect communication between the persons who do not watch the movie at the time t.
For the direct communication between the watched person and the unwatched person can be written as follows, 
where P yy is the factor of the indirect communication between the watched persons and Finally, we obtain the equation of the mathematical model for hit phenomena within the mean field approximation as follows,
8 where
Thus, the equation (18) with (19) is the nonlinear integrodifferential equation. However, since the handling data is daily, the time difference is one day, we can solve the equation numerically as a difference equation.
CALCULATED RESULTS
Using the equation (18) and (19), we calculate the purchase intention for several movies where the advertisement cost presented from Dentsu is inputted into A(t) with the unit of The validity of the mean field approximation we introduced can be confirmed in fig.9 where we compare the present calculation for Always with the calculation of the mathematical model for hit phenomena using the scale free network model as the network of the direct communication instead of the mean field approximation. The detail of model using the scale free network will be published elsewhere [3] . The indirect communication is not included in the calculation of the scale free network. The result shows us that the mean field approximation is farly good approximation, though the tail of the counts of blog entry can have the information of the human communication in the society.
Therefore, we can conclude that the mathematical model presented in this paper can simulate hit phenomena at least for movie entertainment. It is very important meanings in the marketing science, because it is possible to predict whether movie will hit or not.
However, we should mind that the case of the movie entertainment is very simple case as hit phenomena, because there ara no competition with other movies, in principle. No one who cannot watch the Da Vinci Code because of occupied seats tries to watch Harry Potter. 
